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Disclaimer



What is the aim of this presentation?

To learn a methodology that helps to identify levels of support and 
resistance and to trade against those levels with defined rules for stops, 

entries and exits.



What do we 
need?

● A trend
● Symmetry drawing tool
● Fibonacci ratios drawing tool
● Slow stochastics
● Two moving averages



Example of a trend



(not a trend)



(not a trend)



What is symmetry?

It is the similarity in proportions of swings in the same direction.
In the market we can observe that prices tend to unfold in symmetrical 

ways at times. 

This implies that the structure in the market has mathematical levels of 
proportions, which is why symmetry and fibonacci measurements are 

relevant to technical analysis.



Symmetry Example



What are Fibonacci ratios?
Fibonacci ratios are derived from the Fibonacci sequence, which is one of the 

most famous formulas in mathematics. Each number in the sequence is the sum 
of the two numbers that precede it. So, the sequence goes: 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 

and so on. Those ratios can be used to describe the proportions of everything 
from nature's smallest building blocks, such as atoms, to the most advanced 

patterns in the universe. 
One of those ratios—the “Golden Ratio (1.618 Phi)”—is used by nature to maintain 

balance, and the financial markets appear to do so as well.



Fibonacci Example



Fibonacci Ratios
● Reatracements 0.382 | 0.5 | 

0.618 | 0.786

● Targets 1.272 | 1.618



How to draw symmetry and 
Fibonacci levels

For this we use the corrective decline swings (and swings within 
swings) in the direction of the trend. In the case of an uptrend, we 
project them from any of the new highs and run Fibonacci levels 

projected from low to high to create price clusters that identify possible 
support or resistance levels.



Cluster Example



Cluster Example 



Cluster Example 



Cluster Example 



Cluster Example 



Entries

If you are trading the daily, move to a lower time frame (30 min or 15 min) 
chart and look for a moving average crossover of 8 and 34 EMA and also the 

shift in patterns to HH HL in the case of an uptrend.



Entries



Entries



Stops

Stops are below the low of the trigger used to entry 
or below the cluster 



Targets

The fibonacci extension of 1.272 or 1.618 



Targets ES 1 min



ROST Daily 



TTD Daily 



ES 3min 



Resistance



Live Analysis
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